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PART FIVE 
PROPERTY DIVISION & INCOME SUPPORT ON RELATIONSHIP BREKADOWN 

5. ECONOMIC CONTEXT 
v Feminisation of poverty:  

o On divorce, women lose out and men became financially better after separation 
o Initially thought to be wrong but later found to be supported across different countries.  
o The idea that single men’s need can be defined to be much lower is invalid, other factors involved. 

v Settling Up (AIFS) research done in 1984 
o Research into older displaced home maker – respondent is to estimate the amount of personal and household income 

derived from any source for three periods: the last year of their marriage; the first three months of separation; 
o 1984: Women who did not re-partner, income fall was catastrophic. High income male moved out and mum has very 

low income & relying on government support. 
o 1987: Women who re-partner got back to the same income level as they have to the year before separation, got out of 

poverty fairly quickly. 
o Issue: serious problem of feminization of poverty.  

v Changes since 1980s 
o Why women struggle so badly? Children – impact on women’s workforce participation  

§ Leave workforce, come back part-time at lower position. May not be as applicable to professionals? But many 
people have workplace specific knowledge and skills but when drop out of workforce but getting back is harder.  

o 1988 Major reforms to Child Support: new formula and mechanism to collect i.e. deduct like tax. 
o Welfare benefits: Family Tax Benefit – increased more than 220%. 
o Women’s workplace participation: increased significantly but entirely part time work only. Even in professionals where 

there could be fallback, still impacted. 
v Position improved dramatically since 

o McKeever and Wolfinger (USA) 
§ Women with 3 children or more earned significantly less than women without children 
§ Per capita income of divorced women had increased 48% in real terms since 1980 while married women’s per 

capita income had increased 34%. 
o Women with child under 16 in work force in 2005 

§ Sweden (82%); Australia (63%); Hungary (46%) 
§ Australia women has more tendency to work part time when kids are at school. 

v Socio-economic status & living apart 
o Lesser divorce when both university graduate.  
o Fathers registered with CSA are predominantly drawn from men on incomes which avg well below those of all men in 

their age group.  
v Need to address sacrifices that were taken in place of leaving the workforce. Do best to mediate these sacrifices. 

o Men retains earning capacity but also significant cost of getting primary residence, moving etc.  
o Women retains residence but she has ongoing impact on earning capacity. 

v Spousal maintenance terminates when you re-partner as there is another person to take on the responsibility. 
o Australia: A clean break – most Fathers agree to pay for children but refuse to maintain ex-spouse support. 

 
6. PRIVATE ORDERING OF PROPERTY DIVISION & MAINTENANCE 
v Option 1: Divide & Walk Away 

o Appear to be rational way to do but DON’T do it  
o Subject to s44(3): Apply for order within 12 months of order; (4) Court give leave to apply out of time if due to 

hardship – de facto 2 years after separation 
o If entitled to maintenance at specific date, court can still grant leave if out of date. 
o Risk that ex-spouse will get ruling based on the current financial circumstances.  

Richardson and Richardson [2008] 
o Facts: Wife got leave after 15 years of separation, she was sicked and can’t raise kids. Man looked after kids and give 

her maintenance, man decided no longer able to do it. Wife sued. 
v High income earner: risk that many years later when became rich later on in life, ex-spouse can seek to claim from the 

existing wealth (at hearing date). 
o Can be divided so long court gives leave à property assessed à dealt with at date of trial. 
o Retrospective valuation very difficult and expensive. 

v Useful tactics for time to run out: imitate proceedings after making sure that time has lapsed. 
v Option 2: Consent Order 

o Special procedure in Family Court 
o Fill in a detailed form re property, lawyers have to draft. Giving history of relationship etc. 

Harris v Caladine (1991): (HCA) Affirmed the power of the judges to delegate to Registrar who are not judges to make 
consent order, as long as there is an issue of delegation, there is a hearing de novo (new hearing) to the judge.  
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o Emphasised that consent order is an exercise of judicial power – Act of the Court. 
o Court must be satisfied that alteration of property right is just and equitable if given sufficient evidence or reasons.  

v Option 3: Binding Financial Agreement (BFAs) 
Before marriage [s90B] 
o Elements: (1)-(4) Written agreement; Marriage Contemplation; Not parties to other BFA; Expressed made under s90B 
o Deal with  

§ Division of “property or financial resources” at time of agreement, “or at a later time & before divorce” 
§ Maintenance of either party, during marriage, or after divorce or both 
§ May deal with other matters 
§ May terminate a previous BFA if all the parties are the same. 

During marriage [s90C] 
o Elements: Written agreement; Not parties to any other BFA; Expressed to be made under s90C 

After Divorce [s90D] 
o Elements: Written agreement; Not parties to any other BFA; Expressed to be made under s90D 
o Similar provision to de facto relationships in 2008. 
o Can negotiate based on current circumstances/ situation – similar to Consent Order but done privately i.e. 

confidentiality issue? Not want to disclose for public record. 
o Only one set of rules applying to different situations.  
o Issues with BFA 

§ Imbalance of power: one person with higher wealth; inheritance – quarantined agreement not effective as court 
will take into consideration what is excluded and then divide based on that. 

§ Once invitation has been sent, too much pressure to not proceed with wedding. Presenting someone with pre-
nups at the time can be somewhat duress.  

§ Don’t do for anyone who is at a child bearing age – too indecisive, subject to major future circumstances changes 
v Section 90G – Financial Agreements are BINDING:  

(1) signed, provided with solicitor statement of independent legal advice to the other party and its not terminated or set 
aside by court.  

(1A) Unjust and inequitable if agreement not binding 
v Formalities of BFAs 

o Black v Black (2008): Narrow interpretation – must say agreement itself, retrospectively validate. 
o Retrospective fix for prior agreements: if edited agreement has not been signed off and no lawyer statement on the 

amended agreement, also invalid – no offer and acceptance. 
o Schedule of assets of the parties – so each party knows what the other holds.  

v Lifting the veil of the certificate 
o Lawyers signing off the certificate of the advice. Judges look behind the certificate 
o Omar v Belal (2011) FMC Fam 1430:  

§ Evidence showed fairly convinced that the lawyers did not speak the same dialect as the client and a translator is 
needed. Rather than speaking personally to client through translator, the lawyer delegated to the translator to 
give advice 

§ HELD: lawyer delegating to translator to give advice means lawyer did not fulfil duty to give advice to client. 
Other party is unable to know if the proper advice is given. 

o Parker [2012] FamCAFC 33: Absence of further legal advice after 1 party’s amendment post execution by other party. 
The Hoult controversy 
v Hoult (No 1) (2011) Fam CA 1023 

o Facts: Husband trying to protect wealth from wife. Wife went to lawyer re prenup agreement. Solicitor records the 
time of consultation – 50mins to review and give advice. But no record of letter of advice. 4 years later relationship 
broken down. Extremely problematic situation where client and lawyer cannot maintain proper memory.  

o Judge concludes from oral evidence that although the certificate was signed, it doesn’t mean that proper or adequate 
advice was given to the client. Defers to another hearing for s90G(1A).  

v Hoult (No. 2) (2012) Fam CA 367 
o Judge upheld agreement as husband would not know what the advice is, where he had done all the necessary things 

to make it a binding agreement, it is unfair for him to suffer from the negligence of the other party’s lawyer. 
v Hoult & Hoult [2013] FamCAFC 109 

o The onus of establishing that an agreement is binding falls upon the party asserting that fact because the legislation 
provides that an agreement is binding “if, and only, if” the prescribed matters are established. It follows that the party 
relying upon the agreement must establish the existence of all those matters, including the giving of requisite legal 
advice to both parties. 
§ Onus is on person relying on BFA. Husband has to proof that the certificate is correct. Certificate provides 

sufficient evidentiary foundation for saying advice had been given. Onus shifts to client seeking to challenge this. 
o Thackray J: In its amended form, s 90G now requires that each party must have been provided with prescribed legal 

advice before signing the agreement. It is insufficient that a party was provided with a statement from their lawyer 
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stating that the advice was given, or even that a copy of such a document was given to the other party (although these 
were made obligatory requirements). If the requisite advice was, in fact, not provided, the agreement is not binding. 
Crucially, however, this proposition is subject to s 90G(1A).” 

o Once the party seeking to rely upon the agreement produces in evidence the certificate signed by the other party’s 
solicitor, there is a forensic obligation on the other party to adduce evidence which would disprove, or at least throw 
into doubt, the inference or conclusion to be drawn from the certificate (especially when read with the recital in the 
agreement to the same effect).” 

o Certificate becomes presumptively evidence that advice was given. But the Act requires that the court is satisfied that 
advice was given and certificate was given for that advice. 

v Section 90K: Grounds to SET ASIDE financial agreement 
(1) Fraud, including non-disclosure of material matter;  
o Fraudulent motivation for entering the marriage – better to have SCHEDULE of assets, value 

§ Enter into marriage only or mainly for the purpose of gaining collateral benefit and abandoned marriage as soon 
as benefit has been secured. 

§ Abudullah (1982): Well-known gambling identity, involved with mafia or other organization. Got engaged, 
wedding present – block of land to build house. Sold land and gets half of the land, walks out of relationship; 
turns out that throughout this marriage, he has been engaged to another woman. This man only married her was 
wedding present. 

o Deception: Deliberate attempt to deceive or mislead.  
§ Green v Kwiatek (1982) adopt Lord Herschell LC definition in Derry v Peek (1889): False statement of fact which 

one party made knowingly to another/ without belief in truth/ recklessly/ without caring its truth or false, with 
intent that other party will act upon. 

o Non-disclosure 
§ Element of deceit in the non-disclosure: Slatinsek v. Slatinsek (Full Ct, unreported, 1986) Depends on whether 

knowledge will likely influence the decision of the other party to enter into the agreement. 
o Contrast s79A: Person affected by s79 court order in property settlement proceedings – miscarriage of justice by 

reason of fraud, duress, suppression of evidence etc. 
(2) Void, voidable or unenforceable; 
o Absence of proper consent – MUST GIVE ENOUGH TIME TO GIVE CONSENT.  
o Undue influence – presumption if relationship contains reliance of one party on another. Not limited where its 

presumed, arises where there is in fact undue influence. Uncertain line where it stops and duress starts. 
§ Transaction set aside If procure through unconscionable use of influence of pressure 

o (1) Actual undue influence: Person seeking to set aside the transaction has obligation to prove affirmatively that 
wrongdoer exerted undue influence on complainant to enter into transaction 

o (2) Presumed undue influence: Person seeking to set aside transaction must show there is a relationship of trust and 
confidence to a nature that it is fair to presume that wrongdoer abuse relationship. Burden shifts to wrongdoer to 
prove complainant entered into transaction by exercise of own violation.  
§ Equitable duress if does not suit common law duress: unconscionable pressure (< duress). Person claiming undue 

influence cannot represent interest because of power/ influence the other person exerts over them. Inability to 
exercise freewill not means bad behavior. 

o Unconscionability: One person takes advantage of another person.  
§ Longley v Ryan: 76 yo man addicted to alcohol, Intoxicated & signature for transfer house. 
§ Unconscionability is exploiting the disability/ disadvantage – Commercial Bank v Armadillo 

Thorne v Kennedy (2017) 
§ Facts: Husband and wife were both Southern European extraction. Husband been in Australia for long and built 

wealth. Wife in mid 30s. Looks like an internet relationship, he went to Europe and they travelled together. From 
the beginning, man said that he wanted a prenup as he wanted to leave to his child (common in second 
relationship). Wife came to Australia on fiancée visa. Wedding planned in late September and man went to 
lawyer for the first time in early August with wife. Lawyer behaved properly. First time she was presented with 
the agreement was only 10 days before the wedding where everyone is in Australia for wedding. 

§ Trial J: Agreement cannot stand, sets out reasons. Not great on equity. Relies on duress as doctrinal foundation 
because there was an appeal decision which throw out in doubt. Did gives clear decision that the woman is 
powerless. Does not have time to negotiate nor it was negotiable. Vulnerable, he was wealth and came to 
Australia only for him, far from family and friends. She wanted to a baby too – wanted this relationship.  

§ FCFCA: Punitive view of TJ views – justify conclusion of woman but should have identified which is particular 
affected. (Not an issue of isolation but cumulative) Overturn TJ judgement and upheld agreement. 

§ HCA: Upheld TJ decision. Appeal court reversed decision which is wrong. Not duress but facts are correct. 
Unconscionability – he knew of disadvantage and exploited that. Contract was very unfair. Terms harsh, if what 
you propose was grossly unfair, more deficiency on yourself. Opposite party was more vulnerable to complain. 
Although woman knew of the agreement to be exist, she did not have access to the agreement until so recent to 
the wedding. 
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§ AGREEMENT NOT EFFECTIVE UNLESS AT TIME THE AGREEMENT COMES INTO EFFECT, THE PERSON IS ABLE TO BE 
SELF SUFFICIENT WITHOUT USING SOCIAL PENSION. Insert provision that one-year payment be made of average 
yearly earning to avoid issue. 

(3) Impracticable for the agreement or a part of the agreement to be carried out (contract of frustration) in the 
circumstances that have arisen. 
o Impracticable’ means much more than inconvenient or even unjust 

(4) Since the making of the agreement, a material change in circumstances relating to the care, welfare and development 
of a child of the marriage causing hardship to the child 
o Welfare of children 
o Concerns of prenups – material change that caused hardship to child, create vulnerabilities 

(5) Unconscionable Conduct with respect of the making of a financial agreement 
o One person takes advantage of another person.  
o Longley v Ryan: 76 yo man addicted to alcohol, give rum and get signature for transfer of house. 
o Unconscionability is exploiting the disability/ disadvantage – Commercial Bank v Armadillo 
o “Although the government did not oppose this amendment, it was in our view not necessary. The bill as it stood 

included grounds for setting aside where the agreement is void or voidable. These grounds incorporate both common 
law and equitable grounds…” Attorney General. 

v UNCERTAINTY - Kostres [2009] FamCAFC 222 
o Facts: Agreement stated ‘what is yours is yours and mine is mine”. Bad drafting, both had a trust where they own a 

property. Whether joint of separate funds? 
o HELD: Loans repaid from the business. There was insufficient certainty to uphold as a contract. Void for uncertainty. 

§ Judge validity of contract at the time it is made.  
v ESTOPPEL –  

o Assumption that agreement will not be enforced. 
o Agreement/ contract. Parties subsequent said ignore – (Estoppel by Convention) don’t just put it away. Detriment if 

agreement now enforced.  
o Duncan and Duncan (1978) 

 
7. DEFINITION OF PROPERTY UNDER Section 79 
v Section 79: Alteration of Property Interests 

(1) Court make order as it considers appropriate: (a) altering the interests of the parties to the marriage in the property; to 
make, for the benefit of either parties or a child of the marriage as the court determines.  

(2)  The court shall not make an order unless it is satisfied that it is just and equitable to make the order. 
o Very broad discretion, does not have to alter property rights 

v Significance of defining property 
o All the property of the parties available for distribution 

§ Every asset that are ever owned can be distributed at date of judgement, even if post separation as long as there 
is no agreement 

o Only the property of the parties available for distribution 
§ Cannot make orders of property which exceed the properties that exists i.e. discretionary trust – that are not 

properties in law 
o If it is not property it may be a ‘financial resource’ 

§ FA s75(2) - Factors to take into consideration: mainly for maintenance cases but brought into property cases. (b): 
income, property, financial resources  

§ When weighing what each owned and what is needed, court will exercise discretion to how assets to be split. 
o Courts may take account of financial resources but may only make orders in relation to property. 

v Duff and Duff (1977):  
o Wide meaning of property: ¨Whatever is property at law is property under the FLA”. 

v Kennon v Spry (2008): 
o Facts: 10 years before marriage, H created family trust which includes himself, siblings & all spouses and issues. After 

married, H varied trust to exclude himself as beneficiary and appointed W as trustee upon death or resignation. Prior 
to marital breakdown, H further varied trust to exclude both himself and W as beneficiaries. Following separation, H 
established trusts in favour of children and divided all capitals and income equally. W instituted proceedings under s 
79, claim 50% of matrimonial property which incl trust and children’s trusts.  
§ TJ set aside variation of trust, ordered H to pay W $2m. 

o HELD: (HCA) Dismissed appeal by H, found W as beneficiary of discretionary trust, had right in equity to due 
administration of trust which did not depend on any entitlement to fixed or transmissible beneficial interest in trust 
fund. Right to due administration held by beneficiary of a trust amts to property for the purposes of FLA. Instrument 
of disposition effectively disposed of W’s equitable right to be considered in application of trust fund and regard to TJ 
conclusions about purpose of that instrument of disposition, order setting it aside was an appropriate exercise of FCA’s 
powers under s106B. 


